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the precision in his orders should not deceive anybody
on the real worth of his knowledge. He locates Paloura
a little to the north of the apketerium : Pliny, on the
other hand, starting from the mouths of the Ganges,
mentions first " the promontory of the Calingae" and
then, consequently to its south, 4f the fortified place of
Dandagula : " Ptolemy ignores the name of Kalinga,
either territorial or littoral; perhaps one should recognise
this name, still famous, in the city of Kalliga which
Ptolemy LIL *. 94J enumerates amongst " the inland
cities" of Maisoloi where Pitundra also is met with. I
had already the occasion of pointing out the strange
transposition by which he has taken Tosall (Tosalei
metropolis) of Orissa right into the territory of Pegu ;
it seems that the whole of Orissa and a part of the
neighbouring countries have undergone a similar trans-
position, probably through the confusion of- the two
itineraries, one ialand from the South to the North and
the other maritime from the West to the East.
Now that the name Dantakura is well established as
a geographical termv analogous to or identical with Danta-
pura, one will be surprised to recognise the enigmatic
element kura in the name of the kingdom Kurakarastra 5
the village Bhukkukura, given by King Indravarman while
he was at Dantapura, formed a part of the latter kingdom.
The editor of the chart, Mr. Ramadas, is astonished to
find here the term rostra " kingdom " while the provinces
of Kalinga are elsewhere designated as vi§aya. The
Kuraka or Kura kingdom was perhaps an ancient expre**
sion, retained in a long use, for designating the territory
near the capital Dantapura.
"This  singular element i0£wr0 which appears to be alter-
nating with Sanskrit °pura for designating in combination

